Our Solar System

Answers
The sun is wider than how many earths?

A. 10
B. 400
C. 100
D. 9
The sun is made up of?

A. Rock
B. Water
C. Soil
D. Gas
Mercury is ball of what?

A. Dust
B. Rock
C. Vapor
D. Gas
Mercury would be an awesome place to live!

A. True
B. False
Venus is made up of?

A. Mud
B. Clay
C. Rock
D. Dust
Venus is the ____ plant from the sun.

A. Second
B. Fifth
C. Eighth
D. Not even in our solar system.
The earth has a temperature range of how many degrees Fahrenheit?

A. 99.7-110°F
1  1000-1900°F
1  190-210°F
1  -130-136°F
The Earth is mainly made up of?

A. Rock
B. Copper
C. Clay
D. Vapor
Mars is a pretty cold place.

A. True
B. False
Mars is covered with what color rock?

A. Blue  
B. Green  
C. Red  
D. Orange
Jupiter is how many Earths across?

A. 6
B. 11
C. 24
D. 9
Jupiter has a Great ________ Spot.

A. Purple
B. Tan
C. Silver
D. Red
Saturn is made up of gas & liquid with a rocky core.
Saturn has beautiful rings.

A. True
B. False
Uranus has clouds that circle the plane and also has 11 thin rings that surround the planet.
Uranus is a ball of gas with a rocky core.
Neptune is made up of gas with a metal core.
Neptune is surrounded by blue clouds and dark rings.
Pluto is made up of what?

A. Frozen gas  
B. Red clay  
C. Poisonous vapors  
D. Hot lava
Pluto has 1 moon.
Bonus Question #1

For a few years what planet was actually closer to the sun than Neptune and came within Neptune’s orbit.

Pluto
Bonus Question #2

Asteroids are located in a belt between Mars & Jupiter.
Asteroids are large rocks that orbit the Sun.
Bonus Question #3

Comets are located at the outer edge of the solar system. The Halley’s comet returns every 76 years.